
 

Dad sandal season: BIRKENSTOCK's Father's Day edit 

 

 
 
Fathers have always been a constant source of support, love, and guidance, whether it is a baby's first 
steps, teaching the little one how to ride a bike, or getting them geared up for their first day of school. 
This Father's Day, BIRKENSTOCK reveals an edit of timeless 'dad-sandals' that make for a thoughtful 
present for your favorite man. Whether it's the closed-toe Boston or classic Arizona, this edit flaunts 
sleek designs in understated neutrals. Renowned for its comfort, the iconic footbed helps support the 
feet and ensures all-around wellbeing.  
 

 
 
The iconic Arizona is given an upgrade this season with a camouflage pattern. At the same time, the 
Kyoto style is reinvented in new colorways. It features an individually adjustable buckle with a special 
wrap-effect that is inspired by the traditional Japanese kimono. 
 
A selection of quirky minis for the little ones perfectly complements dad's footwear. Available in a variety 
of fun prints and bright pops of color, the kids' designs are at par in quality, with the standards set for 
adults, and help provide them with the additional support needed to enhance their posture. 
 

 
Discover the entire collection in-store or online at www.6thstreet.com 
 
 

http://www.6thstreet.com/


 
Winter shearling by BIRKENSTOCK 

 

 
 

With the cooler months around the corner, BIRKENSTOCK introduces the perfect selection of footwear 
to keep your feet comfy all season long! Iconic styles such as the Arizona, Boston, and Madrid undergo 
a cozy upgrade that's perfectly primed for winter. Whether you intend to be out and about or huddling 
in at home – there's a style for everyone! A hybrid between your favorite sandals and practical slides, 
the collection includes supple shearling lining on the inside, and luxe shearling finishes on the outside 
that emanate warmth & ultimate comfort, ideal for snuggle season. 
 

 
 

Make a statement this season with three iconic styles: Arizona, Madrid, and Boston that are designed 
using suede leather and upgraded for the occasion with a soft shearling footbed and lining for extra 
comfort. The three styles are seen in staple fall colors like mocha, mink, and midnight blue, 
complemented by a range of saturated neutrals perfect for winter layering. Also included in the edit are 
the exceptionally cozy versions of the Boston clog. Presented for the first time in a soft rosé shade, these 
classic BIRKENSTOCK models that are made using high-quality suede and oiled leather are introduced 
with a shearling footbed and strap lining that exudes style while keeping your feet warm. Anatomically 
designed, the shoe is perfect for cozy winter evenings! For those who prefer comfort and great grip, the 
three-strap Florida makes a comeback this season in dusty lavender and a shearling lining that will leave 
your feet feeling soft all day long! The effortless Mayari, with its crisscross straps and a toe loop, doubles 
up as the perfect at-home as well as outdoors sandal.   
 



 
 

A warm and loving hug for the little ones, the collection also includes a selection of mini shearlings for 
kids. A unisex mink tone and a delightful shade of rosé are sure to keep their tiny feet protected all 
season long!  
 
The BIRKENSTOCK fall/winter 2021 collection is available online (on 6thstreet.com) and in stores across 
the region. 
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